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Correctness of Acceptor Schemes for Regular Languages 

H. ten Eikelder R. van Geldrop 
Eindhoven University of Technology 

28 Novemher 1991 

Ahstract 

We study the correctness of a simple mapping yielding acceptor programs 
for languages described by regular expressions. The proofs are given using the 
formalism of dynamic logic. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 

An important part of the front end of a compiler is the lexical scanner. For a given set 
of reg;ular expressions, the main task of a lexical scanner is to segment an input string 
into successive parts, each of them corresponding to one of those regular expressions. 
Clearly to construct a scanner, we need acceptors for given regular expressions. 
A usual approach to construct a scanner/acceptor is via finite automata, see for 
instance the well-known LEX algorithms in [AhSeUIJ. A different approach is to 
use a. mapping, directly from regular expressions to acceptor programs. AIl acceptor 
generated by such a mapping has a structure similar to that of the original regular 
expression. This approach is simpler than the usual one, but it is only applicable 
to a special class of regular expressions. The method has been described in [LeJ, 
[WiJ and [tEHJ. However, as far as we know a correctness proof of this method has 
never been published. In this note we give such a proof. To illustrate the method, 
consider the regular expression 

( alb').c 

The derived acceptor program (acting on a string r E {a, b, c}') is 

if header) = a -+ r:= tailer) 
U header) E {b, c} -+ do header) = b -+ r := tailer) od 
fi 
if header) = c -+ r:= tailer) fi 

Our acceptor will be written in a programming language which consists of regular 
programs in the style of Harel [Ha], built from some suitable atomic statements. 
Ultimately we shall arrive at deterministic regular programs, which correspond to 
the usual Guarded Command Language (GCL) programs. The correctness proofs 
wilt be given in a corresponding dynamic logic. Hence this note can also be seen as 
a try-out in giving correctness proofs using dynamic logic. 

The structure of this note is as follows. In section 2 we shall introduce our pro
gramming language together with some mathematical preliminaries. A first version 
of our "acceptor mapping" will be treated in section 3. However, since lookahead 
is lacking, it is very limited in its usability. In the next version lookahead is added, 
thus yielding the acceptor mapping in section 4. In section ,5 we introduce condi
tions which ensure that the resulting programs are deterministic. We also give the 
corresponding GCL version. Finally in section 6, we describe a modified acceptor 
mapping, yielding more elegant GCL code. Some conclusions are given in section 7. 

2. PRELIMINARIES 

In the first part of this section we recapitulate some basic notions from language 
theory, regular expressions and the corresponding languages and some related no
tions. Then we introduce a programming language in the style of IIarel [lIa] and a 
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related calculus. In the sequel V will be an alphabet, i.e. some finite (non empty) 
set of symbols. V* is the set of all strings over V. £ will always be used for the 
empty string. The concatenation of two strings is denoted by juxtaposition. 

2.1 Languages and regular expressions 

A language over V is a subset of V', i.e. an element of P(V*). Let X, Y E P(V*). 
Their concatenation XY is the language defined by 

XY = { xy I x E X /I. Y E Y } 

Clearly {£} is the unit of (language) concatenation. Moreover, concatenation is as
sociative and distributes over arbitrary unions. Also, if F, G <; V, then 

(2.1.1 ) FX () GY = (F n Gl(X n Y) 

Furthermore we introduce 

(2.1.2) 
(2.1.3) 
(2.1.4) 

XO = {oJ, 
Xk+I = XXk for all k E IN , 
X* = U k E IN : xk, 

In the sequel we frequently use the following definition 

2.1.5 Definition {FIRST} 
The function FIRST: P(Y*) ...... pry) is defined by 

FIRST(X) = { a E V I 3 x E Y* : ax EX} 
o 

So the FIRST of a language consists of the set of initial symbols of the strings of 
that language. Conversely, if we have a subset F of V we can construct the language 
of all strings with initial elements in F. 

2.1.6 Definition {~ } 
The function ~: pry) --+ P(V+) is defined by 

E = FY* 

o 

For a E V we shall use the abbreviation!!, instead of {a}. 

The following elementary properties hold for all F, G E pry), X E P(V") 

(2.1.7) F <; G = E <; G 
(2.1.8) If crt X then X ~ FIRST(X) 

In the sequel we shall sometimes use that for X E P(V+), F E pry): 

(2.1.9) (FIRST(X) ~ F) = CE. () X = Xl 

"~" follows immediately from FIRST(E) = F. 
Next we prove "~" 
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FIRST(X) ~ F 

= { (2.1.7) } 

FIRST(X) ~ E 
=> { (2.1.8), X E P(Y+) } 

X~E. 

= 

o 

Next we summarize regular expressions, corresponding languages and some related 
notions. 

2.1.10 Definition {REv, regular expressions over V } 
The set REv of regular expressions over V is the smallest set X satisfying the fol
lowing rules. For all a E Y, e, f E X: 

o 

- c EX 
- a EX 

(e. f) E X 
(elf) E X 
e* EX 

In order to save brackets we assign priorities to the operators I and. and. such 
that prio(.) > prio(.) > priom. Also outermost brackets will be omitted. 
For regular expressions we define the corresponding languages as follows. 

2.1.11 Definition {C, language defined by regular expression} 
The mapping C: REv -4 P(V*) is defined recursively as follows. 
For all a E V, e, f E REv: 

o 

- C(c) = {e} 
- C(a) = {a} 
- C(e.f) = C(e) C(f) 

.cee)f) = C(e) u .cef) 
- .cee') = (£(e))* 

Some elementary properties of languages defined by regular expressions are described 
by the functions given in the folloWing definitions. 

2.1.12 Definition {Empty} 
The predicate Empty on REv is defined recursively as follows. 
For all a E V, e, f ERE,,: 

- Empty(£) = true 
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o 

Empty( a) = false 
Empty(e.f) = Empty(e) " Empty(f) 
Empty(elf) = Empty(e) V Empty(f) 
Empty( e*) = true 

Clearly for all regular expressions e, Empty(e) = eE C(e) 

2.1.13 Definition {First} 
The mapping First: REv --+ pry) is defined recursively as follows. 
For all a E V, e, f E REv: 

o 

First (e) = 0 
First(a) = {a} 

. { First(e) 
Flrst( e.f) = First( e) U First( f) 

First(elf) = First(e) U First(f) 
First(e*) = First(e) 

,if ~Empty(e) 
,otherwise 

Trivially for all e E REv, First(e) = FIRST(C(e)), i.e. 
First( e) is the set of initial symbols of the strings of the language generated bye. 

In the sequel we use the following name conventions 

k, m, n E IN 
a, b, c E V 
x, y, z E V* 
X, Y, Z E P(V*) 
E, F, G E pry) 
e, f, g E REv 

Furthermore we shall use ~ for the set complement in V, i.e. ~ F = V\F. 

2.2 Regular programs 

Starting from atomic programs we define regular programs, their semantics and a 
related calculus. The state space of our programs is V*, i.e. we have one (anony
mous) variable of type V*. 

2.2.1 Definition {AP, atomic programs} 

AP = {skip, next} U {F? I F E pry)} 
o 

2.2.2 Definition {RP, regnlar programs} 
The set RP of regular programs is the smallest set R such that 
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o 

- AP ~ R 
- for all a, /3 E R 

(a; /3) E R 
(a 0.8) E R 
a* E R 

As abbreviation we shall Use 

(2.2.3) 
(2.2.4) 

aO = skip 
ak+1 := a; ok 

Moreover for a E V we shall write a? instead of {a}? 
Additional name conventions shall be 

a, /3, '"( E RP 

If, for the moment, the element of the state space is called r, then the programs 
"next" and "F?" correspond in a Pascal like language to"r := tail(rt and "if header) 
rt. F then abort". Furthermore; and 0 and * denote sequencing, nondeterministic 
selection and repetition of programs. The semantics of a regular program will be a 
(binary) relation on V*. Informally this relation describes the possible initial and 
final states of the program. To abbreviate notation we introduce the relation 

Ix = { (x,x) I x EX} 

Relations can be composed in the following way. Let R, and R2 be relations, then 
the composition R, ;R2 is the relation given by 

R, ; R2 = { (x,y) I 3 z E V* : (x,z) E R, A (z,y) E R2 } 

Relations form a monoid with; as operator and Iv' as unit. As subsets of V' x V' 
the union of relations exists. Furthermore given a relation S E pry' x V·) its 
reflexive transitive closure S' is defined by 

(2.2.5) 

(2.2.6) 
(2.2.7) 

S* = U k E IN : Sk, where 

SO = Iv' 
Sk+l = S; Sk for k E IN . 

2.2.8 Definition {semantics of regular programs} 
The semantics of an RP program is described by a mapping 1[.11: RP ---> P(V*x V*), 
inductively defined by 

I[ skip 11 = Iv' 
I[ next 11 = { (ax, x) I a E V, x E v' } 
I[F? 11 = I FV• (= Ii) 
1[0;/311 = I[ a 11; 1[/3 11 
I[ a 0/3 JI = 1[0 11u 1[11 11 
1[0' II = I[ a 11' 
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o 

Using induction one can easily prove that 

(2.2.9) I[ an 1I= I[ a lin 

The semantics of a regular program a should be interpreted as follows. If (x, y) E j[ all, 
then a computation under control of a may lead from initial state x to final state 
y. For a regular program a E RP and a set of final states Y E P(V*) the set of 
corresponding initial states < a > Y is defined by 

< a > Y = { x E V* I 3 y E V* : (x, y) E I[a JI/\ y E Y } 

Informally < a > Y consists of those initial states for which it is possible that some 
computation under control of a results in a final state in Y. Of course, since a is not 
deterministic, an initial state in < a > Y may also lead to abortion, nontermination 
or termination in a final state not in Y. We shall assume that <.> binds to the right, 
Le. 

< a > < rJ > Y = < a > « rJ > Y) 

Using set calculus, the following rules are easily verified 

(2.2.10) <skip>Y = Y 
(2.2.11) <F?>Y = fnY 
(2.2.12) <next>Y = VY 
(2.2.13) < a; rJ >Y = <a><!3>Y 
(2.2.14) < a OrJ >Y = <a>YU<!3>Y 
(2.2.15) < a*>Y = U n E IN : « a" > Y) 

In the sequel, we sometimes use the program a?; next. For a given set of final states 
Y <;; V*, the corresponding initial ~tates can be calculated as follows 

(2.2.16) <a?; next> Y I 

= { (2.2.13) } 

<a?> <next> Y 

= { (2.2.11), (2.2.12) } 

{a} n VY 

= { def{a} } 

{a}V* n VY 

= { (2.1.1), {a} <;; V } 

{a}Y 
0 
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2.3 Deterministic regular programs 

In general an RP program is not deterministic, Le. for a given initial state there may 
be several possible final states. Since our atomic programs ar" deterministic, the 
source of nondeterminism lies in constructions of the form a n,8 or a*. By imposing 
some syntactic restrictions on the use of these constructions, we obtain a subset of 
RP, which consists of deterministic programs (see also [HaJ, p.21). 

2.3.1 Definition {DRP, deterministic regular programs} 
The set DRP of deterministic regular programs is the smallest set R such that 

o 

AP ~ R 
for all a, ,8 E R, F, G E P(V) with F n G = 0 

(a; ,8) E R 
«F?; a) O(G?; ,8)) E R 
(F?; a)*; G? E R 

So in DRP, the selection and repetition are based on "guards". The two disjunctive 
guards F? and G? in a selection statement of the form (F?; a) neG?; ,8) allow 
an execution in which a deterministic choice between a or ,8 is made. Also the 
disjunctive guards F? and G? in a construct of the form (F?; a)*; G? allow an 
execution with a suitable number of repetitions. 

Clearly DRP ~ RP, therefore all previously given results for RP also hold for DRP. 

2.3.2 Theorem 
For all a E DRP, if x E V* then there is at most one y E V* such that (x, y) E I[a JI. 
Proof. Induction with respect to a. 
o 

Recall that for an RP program a the set <a> Y consists of the initial states for 
which it is possible that some computation under control of '" results in a final state 
in Y. For a DRP program the set <a> Y consists of the initial states for which the 
(!) computation under control of a results in a (unique) final state in Y. 

DRP programs can be transformed into equivalent guarded command language (GCL) 
programs in terms of a variable r : V* by a mapping S : DRP ---+ GCL defined by 

(2.3.3) S(skip) = skip 
S(next) = r := tailer) 
8(F?) = if head( r) E F ---+ skip fi 
S( "'; ,8) = Sea); 8(,8) 
S(F?; a OG?; ,8) = if head( r) E F ---+ Sea) 

U head( r) E G ---+ 8(,8) 
fi 
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SerF?; <»*; G?) = do header) E F -> S(<» od 
; if header) E G -> skip fi 

Recall that a? is an abbreviation for {a}? Consequently the program Seta}?) will 
be abbreviated to 

ifhead(r) = a -+ skip fi 

Next we consider the relation between the semantics of a DRP program <> and the 
wp semantics of the corresponding GCL program (see for instance [Dij), [Gr]). If we 
identify predicates on V* with subsets of V*, this relation is given in the following 
theorem 

2.3.4 Theorem 
For all <> E DRP and Y E P(V') 

< <> > y = wp( S(<», Y) 

Proof. Induction with respect to <>. See Appendix. 
o 

3. AN RP ACCEPTOR PROGRAM 

Given a regular expression e, we define a regular program T(e) that can act as an 
acceptor for the language C( e). 

3.1 Definition {T} 
The function T : REv --> RP is defined by 

o 

T(f) = skip 
T(a) = a? ; next 
T(e.f) = T(e) ; T(f) 
T(elf) = T(e) OT(f) 
T(e*) = T(e)' 

Next we try to relate the regular program T(e) to the regular language £(e). That 
will be done in theorem 3.5. There we shall use induction over regular expressions. 
To smooth the case of an expression of the form f* we first give lemma 3.4. In 
theorem 3.5 as well as in lemma 3.4 we shall use the following abbreviations 

Trivially 

(3.2) 
(3.3) 

H(e) = V Y E P(V'): < T(e) > Y = I.(e) Y 
Hn(e) = 'I Y E P(V'): < T(e)n > Y = I.(e)n Y 

H(E) = true 
Ho(e) = true for all e 
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Then we have the following lemma 

3.4 Lemma 

For all e E REv: 

H(e) ~ ( V n E IN : Hn(e) ) 

Proof. 
Assume H(e) holds. We prove the right-hand side of the implication with induction. 

n = 0 Trivial, (3.3) 

n = m+1 
IH: Hm(e) 

Let Y E P(V*) 
< T(e)rn+1 > Y 

= { (2.2.4), (2.2.13) } 

< T(e) > < T(e)m > Y 

= {IH} 

< T(e) > (.e(er Y) 

= {H(e)} 

.e(e) .e(e)rn y 

= { associativity, (2.1.3) } 

.e(e)m+1 y 
o 

The relation between T( e) and .c( e) is given in the following theorem 

3.5 Theorem 

H(e) holds for all e E REv 

Proof. { By induction on the structure of e } 

e :: " Trivial, (3.2) 

~ 
Let Y E P(V*) 

< T(a) > Y 

= {(3.1)} 

< a?; next> Y 

= { (2.2.16) } 

{a}Y 
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= { (2.1.11) } 

C(a)Y 

~ 
IHI: R(f) 
IH2: R(g) 

Let Y E P(V') 
< T(f.g) > Y 

= {(3.1)} 

< T(f); T(g) > Y 

= { (2.2.13) } 

< T(f) > < T(g) > Y 

= { IH2 } 

< T(f) > (C(g) Y) 

= { IHI } 

C(f) C(g) Y 

= { associativity, (2.1.11) } 

C(f.g) Y 

e:: qg 

IHl: R(f) 
IH2: R(g) 

Let Y E P(V') 
< T(qg) > Y 

= { (3.1) } 

< T(f) OT(g) > Y 

= { (2.2.14) } 

< T(f) > Y U < T(g) > Y 

= {IHI,I1I2} 

C(f) Y U C(g) Y 

= { distributivity } 

(C(f) U C(g» Y 

= {(2.1.11)} 

C(flg) Y 
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IH: H(f) 

Let Y E P(V') 
< T(f*) > Y 

= {(3.1)} 

< T(f)' > Y 

{ (2.2.15) } 

U n E 1N : « T(f)n > Y) 

= { IH, Lemma 3.4 } 

Un E 1N : (£(f)n Y) 

= { distributivity } 

(U n E 1N : £(f)n) Y 

= { (2.1.4) } 

£(f)' Y 

= { (2.1.11) } 

£(f*) Y 
o 

Hence we have shown that for all e and Y 
(3.6) <T(e» Y = £(e)Y 

Informally, this result can be interpreted as follows. Let the anonymous element of 
the state space again be denoted by r. Then, if initially r E £(e)Y, it is possible that 
the program T(e) terminates with r E Y. Also, if initially r I/. £(e)Y, then it is not 
possible that the program T(e) terminates with r E Y, i.e. it does not terminate or 
it terminates with r ¢ Y. More specific results can be obtained by making several 
choices for Y: 

i. Suppose r contains an £(e) prefix, i.e. r = xy with x E £(e). By taking Y = {y} 
we obtain from (3.6) that T( e) can terminate with r = y, i.e. the £( e) prefix 
x has been removed. 

ii. Suppose r does not contain an £( e) prefix, i.e. r I/. £( e )V'. Then by taking 
Y = V' we obtain from (3.6) that the program T(e) cannot terminate with 
rEV', i.e. T( e) does not terminate. 

Note that this means that from i. and ii. we can infer that if T(e) terminates, it 
always has removed an £(e) prefix from r. 

As an example of the theorem, consider the regular expression e = (ale).b. Then 
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T(e) = T(a\£); T(b) 
(T(a) OT(e)); T(b) 
«a?; next) Oskip); b?; next 

In this case Lee) = {ab, b} and taking Y = {e} leads to 

< «a?; next) Uskip); b?; next> {c} = {ab, b} 

So starting the program with r = ab or r = b may lead to r = e and starting with 
r i ab and rib never leads to a final state with r = e. In particular for r = aa 
the program always aborts and for r = aba the program may terminate with r = a 
which is not in Y. 

Next we show that T(e) behaves like M\ acceptor. 

3.7 Definition {Language accepted by program} 
The language accepted by M\ RP program a is defined as 

L(a) = { x E V* I (V y E V' : xy E <a>{y}) } 
o 

Informally this means that the program a can remove an L(a) prefix from its input. 

3.8 Theorem 
For all e E REv: 

L(T(e)) = Lee) 

Proof. 
L(T(e)) 

= { def 3.7 } 

{x E V* I (Vy E V*: xy E <T(e»{y})} 

= { (3.6) } 

{ x E V* I (V y E V* : xy E £(e){y)) } 

= 
Lee) 

o 

In general the programs generated by the mapping T given in 3.1 are not in DRP. 
Hence in most cases those programs are not deterministic. The construction of DRP 
acceptor programs will be discussed in the next section. 

4. AN RP ACCEPTOR PROGRAM WITH LOOK AHEAD 

Given a regular expression e, we describe the construction of an RP acceptor for 
Lee) using lookahead. Consider a regular expression elf. The mapping T as given 
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in (3.1) leads to the acceptor program 

T(e) aT (f) 

which is generally not deterministic. As a first step towards a DRP version of such 
an acceptor, we can take 

(4.1) (E?; T(e)) O(F?; T(f)) 

for suitable E, F E P(V) with E n F = 0. A possible choice for E, F could be 
E = First(e) and F = First(f). However, this may result in incorrect programs. 
Consider expressions of the form (elf).g. The suggestion above leads to 

(4.2) «First(e)?; T(e)) O(First(f)?; T(f))); T(g) 

If, for instance, EE C(f) then the program T(f) can accept the empty string, i.e. it 
can act as a skip. The acceptance of a string of C(g) ~ C« elf).g) should proceed as 
follows: first T(f) is chosen, which performs a skip, then T(g) actually processes the 
string. However, T(f) is guarded by First(f)?, which is not related with the initial 
symbols of a string from C(g). To be more specific, take for instance (alE ).b, then 
the suggestion above yields the program 

«{a}?; T(a» 0(07; T(E))); T(b) 

This program cannot accept the string b E £(b) ~ £«ale).b). Another example is 
given by (alc*).b. This would yield the program 

« {a}?; T(a» O( {c}?; T(c*))); T(b) 

Again the string b E C(b) ~ CCC alc*).b) is not accepted by this program. Hence the 
guards in (4.1) should be chosen more delicately than in (4.2). In general, for an 
expression of the form (elf).g with eE C(f), the guard F? in the corresponding DRP 
program 

«E?; T(e» O(F?; T(f))); T(g) 

should also allow execution of T(f) if a string of C(g) has to be accepted. Hence in 
su<:h case the guard F? should be (First(f) U First(g»? Note that this means that 
in the construction of the acceptor corresponding to (elf) we also need as additional 
information the set First(g). Of course, the same situation appears if EE £(e). 

In general in the construction of an acceptor for C( e), we also need the set of symbols 
which can follow on a string of £(e) (in some context). By adding an additional 
parameter to T we obtain the mapping T. To shorten notation we give the following 
definition. 

4.3 Definition {h} 
The mapping h : REv X P(V) -> P(V) is defined by 

h( F) = { First(e) ,if .EMPTY(e) 
e, First( e) U F ,otherwise 

o 
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In the sequel we shall use that, for all m <: I 

(4.4) If FIRST(X) ~ F, then FIRST(C(e)mX) ~ h(e, F) 

The mapping T is described in the following definition. 

4.5 Definition {T} 
The function T: REv x pry) -+ RP is defined by 

T(£, F) = skip 
T(a, F) = a?; next 
T(eJ, F) = T(e, h(f, F)); T(f, F) 
T(elf, F) = (h(e, F)?; T(e, F)) O(h(f, F)?; T(f, F)) 
T(e*, F) = (h(e, F)?; T(e, FUFirst(e)) )*; F? 

o 

Two tasks remain. First we prove a theorem similar to 3.5, i.e. we give a specification 
of T( e, F). That results in theorem 4.9. Next, in section 5 we shall give conditions 
which imply that T yields a DRP program. 

Achieving our first task proceeds in the same way as in the previous section. Here 
we introduce the abbreviations 

H(e) = If F E pry), Y E P(V+): 
FIRST(Y) ~ F =? < T(e, F) > Y = Lee) Y 

Hn(e) = If FE pry), Y E P(V+): 
FIRST(Y) ~ F =? < (h(e, F)?; T(e, FUFirst(e)) t > Y = £(e)ny 

Trivially 

(4.6) 
(4.7) 

H(£) = true 
Ho(e) = true 

Then we have the following lemma 

4.8 Lemma 

For all e E REv: 

for all e 

H(e) =? (If n E IN : ?in (e) ) 

Proof. 
Assume H( e) holds. We prove the RHS of the implication by induction. 
We use the abbreviation a for the program (h(e, F)?; T{e, FUFirst(e))). 

lLE...!l. Trivial, (4.7) 

n = mtl 
IH: Hm(e) 
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Let F E pry), Y E P(V+) such that FIRST(Y) C;;; F. Then 

< O!m+l > Y 

= { (2.2.13) } 

= { FIRST(Y) C;;; F, IH } 

< O! > (£(erY) 

= { def O!, (2.2.13), (2.2.11) } 

h(e, F) n < T(e, FUFirst(e» > (C(e)my) 

= { H(e), for all m 2: 0 : FIRST(C(e)my) C;;; F U First(e) } 

hie, F) n C(e)C(e)my 

= { (4.4), (2.1.9) } 

£(e)m+1y 
o 

This lemma can be compared with lemma 3.4 in the case without lookahead. 
After these preparations we can formulate the main theorem. 

4.9 Theorem 
H( e) holds for all e E REv 

Proof. { By induction on the structure of e } 

~ 
IH1: 
IH2: 

Trivial, (4.6) 

Follows immediately from (2.2.16) 

H(r) 
H(g) 

Let F E pry), Y E P(v+) such that FIRST(Y) C;;; F. Then 

< T(f.g, F) > Y 

= { (4.5), (2.2.13) } 

< T(f, h(g, F)) > < T(g, F) > Y 

= { IH2, FIRST(Y) C;;; F } 

< T(f, h(g, F» > (.c(g) Y) 

= { IHl, (4.4) } 

C(f) £(g) Y 

= { associativity, (2.1.11) } 
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£(f.g) Y 

e:: fig 
Illl: 1t(f) 
Ill2: 1t(g) 

Let F E P(V), Y E P(V+) such that FIRST(Y) C; F. Then 

< T(fig, F) > Y 

= {(4.5)} 

< (h(f, F)?; T(f, F» O(h(g, F)?; T(g, F)) > Y 

= { (2.2.14), (2.2.13) } 

( < her, F)? > < T(f, F) > Y) u ( < h(g, F)? > < T(g, F) > Y ) 

= { IHl, IH2, FIRST(Y) C; F } 

( < her, F)? > (£(f) V»~ U ( < beg, F)? > (£(g) V»~ 

= { (2.2.11) } 

( h(f, F) n .c(f) Y ) u (h(g, F) n erg) Y) 

= { FIRST(Y) C; F, (4.4), (2.1.9) } 

£(f) Y U £(g) Y 

= { distributivity, (2.1.11)} 

£(fjg) Y 

~ 
Ill: 1t(f) 

Let F E pry), Y E P(V+) such that FIRST(Y) C; F. 
Then < T(f', F) > Y 

= { (4.5) } 

< ( h(f, F)?; T(f, F u First(f) )*; F? > Y 

= { (2.2.13), (2.2.11) } 

< ( b(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f» )* > (F. n Y) 

= { FIRST(Y) C; F, (2.1.9) } 

< ( h(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f» )* > Y 

= { (2.2.15) } 

Un E IN : « (b(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f» )n > Y) 

= { (4.8), Ill, FIRST(Yj C; F } 

U n E IN : (£(f)ny) 

= { distributivity, (2.1.4) } 
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C(f)· Y 

= { (2.1.11) } 

C(f*) Y 
o 

So, if FIRST(Y) ~ F then 

(4.10) <T(e, F»Y = C(e)Y for all e, F and Y 

Note that the set F must contain all symbols which can possibly follow on the strings 
to be removed. 

Compare these results to theorem 3.5 and (3.6) in the case without lookahead. 
Again we give an informal interpretation of the theorem. Let the anonymous variable 
of the state space be denoted by r. Then, if Y E P(V+) and F E P(V) with 
FIRST(Y) ~ F and initially r E C(e)Y, the program T(e, F) may terminate with 
r E Y. Also, if r ¢ C(e)Y the program T(e, F) cannot terminate with r E Y. More 
specific results can be obtained by making several choices for Y, 

i. Suppose r contains an C(e)F prefix, i.e. r = xy with x E C(e) and y E FV·. By 
taking Y = {y} we obtain from (4.10) that 1'( e, F) can terminate with r = y, 
i.e. the C(e) prefix x has been removed. 

ii. Suppose r does not contain an C(e)F prefix, i.e. r ¢ C(e)FV·. Then, by taking 
Y = FV·, we obtain from (4.10) that T(e, F) cannot terminate with r E FV·. 
This can happen in two ways: 
a. T(e, F) does not terminate, or 
b. 1'( e, F) terminates with r ¢ FV*, i.e. r E (, F)V·. 
In case b. we can conclude that, although r did not have an C(e)F prefix, 
it did have an .e(e) prefix. This can be argued in the following way. The 
semantics of T(e, F) is a subset of the semantics of T(e); this is easily proved 
using induction with respect to e. Hence if, for a given initial state, 1'( e, F) 
terminates, then also T( e) can terminate with the same final state. Hence 
(see ii. in the informal description of theorem 3.5) T(e), and so T(e, F) have 
removed an C( e) prefix from r. 

The next example may illustrate this theorem. Take e = (a\e).b and Y = {.i}. 
Choosing F = {.i}, we get 

(4.11) T(e, {.L}) = T(ale, h(b, {.L})); T(b, {.L}) 

= T(a\t:, {b}); T(b, {.i}l 

= «h(a, {b})?; T(a, {b})) U(h(e, {b})?; T(e, {b})) 
; T(b, {.i}) 
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= «{a}?; a?; next) O({b}?; skip» 
j b?; next 

Then with L(e) = {ab, b} we have 

< T(e, {.L}) > {.L} = {ab.L, b.L} 

So starting the program with r == ab.L and r == b.L may lead to r = .L. Starting 
with r # ab.L or r # b.L never leads to a final state with r = .L, in particular r = 
aa.L leads to abortion and r = aba.L leads to a final state r = a.L f. Y. 

Next we consider again the relation between T(e, F) and the accepted language. 

4.12 Definition {Language accepted by a program with lookahead } 
The language accepted by an RP program a with lookahead set F is defined by 

L( a, F) = { x E V' I (V y E FV* : xy E <a> {y}) } 
o 

Similar to (3.8) we now have 

4.13 Theorem 
For all e E REv, FE pry) with F # 0 

L(T(e, F), F) = .e(e) 

Proof. 
L(T(e, F), F) 

= 
{ x E V' I (V y E FV' : xy E <T(e, F»{y}) } 

= { Theorem 4.9, FIRST(FV*) ~ F } 

{ x E V' I (V y E FV' : xy E L(e){y}) } 

= {F#0} 

.e(e) 
o 

5. A DRP ACCEPTOR PROGRAM 

The purpose of this section is the construction of a DRP acceptor. The mapping T 
defined in (4.5) generally does not yield DRP programs. For instance, the regular 
expression e == ala.b yields the acceptor 

(5.1) T(e, F) == ({a}?; T(a, F» O( {a}?; T(a.b, F» 

which is clearly not in DRP form. Recall that an RP program is in DRP form if 
selection and repetition are deterministic, see (2.3.1). From the definition of the 
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mapping Tin (4.5) and the definition of DRP programs, we infer that we have to 
put conditions on the guards in the selections and repetitions involved in (4.5). To 
formulate these conditions we give the following two definitions. 

5.2 ])efinition {D.} 
The predicate D. : REv X pry) --+ 1B is defined r',cursively by: 

o 

== true D.(;;, F) 
D.(a, F) 
D.(e.f, F) == 
D.(elf, F) == 
D,(e', F) == 

== true 
D.(e, h(f, F)) /\ D.(f, F) 
(h(e, F) n h(f, F)) = 0) /\ D.(e, F) /\ D.(f, F) 
D.(e, First(e) U F) 

5.3 Definition {Dr} 
The predicate Dr : REv X pry) --+ 1B is defined recursively by: 

Dr(;;, F) = true 
Dr(a, F) == true 
Dr{e.f, F) == Dr{e, h{f, F)) /\ Dr{f, F) 
Dr(elf, F) = Dr(e, F) /\ Dr(f, F) 
Dr{e', F) == thee, F) n F = 0) /\ Dr(e, First{e) U F) 

0 

Informally, the predicates D.{e, F) and Dr{e, F) imply the determinism of all se
lections respectively repetitions in the program T{e, F). Using induction on the 
structure of e we can prove theorem 5.4. 

5.4 Theorem 
For all e E REv, F E pry) with D.{e, F) /\ Dr{e, F): 

T{e, F) E DRP 
o 

Using theorem 2.3.2 we conclude that ifDr(e, F) and D.(e, F) hold, then < T(e, F) > 
X consists of the initial states for which the program T{ e, F) terminates in a 
unique final state in X. If FIRST(X) ~ F, then theorem 4.9 yields < T(e,F) > 
X = .c(e)X, i.e . .c(e)X is the set of those initial states. 

As an example take again e = (al;;).b and F == {.L}. Then 

D,(e, {l-}) = D,(al;;, h(b, {l.})) /\ D,(b, {l.}) 

= D,(al;;,{b})/\true 

== (h(a, {b}) n h(E, {b}) == 0) 
/\ D,(a, {b}) /\ D,(;;, {b}) 
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and 

== ({a} n {b} == 0) /I true /I true 

== true 

D,( e, {.L}) == D,( alE, h(b, {.L})) /I D,(b, {.L}) 

== D,(aIE, {b}) /I true 

== D,(a, {b}) /I D,(E, {b}) 

== true /I true 

== true 

Hence the program T(e,{.L}) is in DRP from, which is easily verified from (4.11). On 
the other hand, consider the example e == al( a.b) and F arbitrary. 

D.(e, F) == (h(a, F) n h(a.b, F) == 0) 
/I D.(a, F) /I D.(a.b, F) 

== ({a} n {a} == 0) 
/I true /I D.(a, h(b, F» /I D.(b, F) 

== false /I true /I true /I true 

== false 

Indeed the program T(e, F), as given in (5.1) is not in DRP form. 

Also the choice e == (a.b)*.a and F == {.L} leads to a non DRP program (since 
D,(e, F) does not hold). However, the equivalent regular expression e' == a.(b.a)* 
leads to a DRP program T(e', F). 

Consider a (DRP) program T(e, F) with D,(e, F) and D,(e, F) that with a given 
initial state, does not terminate. This may happen due to 
i) abortion in the atomic programs next (due to end of the input), a?, F? 
ii) abortion in a selection statement of the form (F?; 0) neG?; (3) since none of the 

guards holds 
iii) nontermination in a repetition of the form (F?; 0)*; G? since F always holds 

(and G does not). 

Next wJ show that the situatjon in case iii. never occurs. 
The only repetitions in our programs appear dne to regular expressions of the form f*, 
viz. 

(5.5) T(f*, F) == ( h(f, F)?; T(f, First(f) U F) )*; F? 

If D.(f*, F) /I D,(f*, F) holds, then h(f, F) n F == 0, which implies dat ,EMPTY(f) 
holds. Then the program T(f, First(f) U F) in (5.5) always removes a non empty 
prefix of C(f) from the input. This can happen only finitely many times. 
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If one is interested in acceptors written in GeL, we can compose the mapping T 
with the mapping S : DRP --+ GeL as given in (2.3.3). This leads to the mapping 
R =, SoT: REvx P(V) --+ GeL. 

(5.6) R(£, F) = skip 
R(a, F) = if head(r) = a --+ skip fi; r := tail(r) 
R(e.f, F) = R(e, h(f, F)); R(f, F) 
R(e\f, F) = if head(r) E h(e, F) --+ R(e, F) 

o head(r) E h(f, F) --+ R(f, F) 
fi 

R(e*, F) = do head(r) E h(e, F) --+ R(e, F U First(e» od 
; if head(r) E F --+ skip fi 

From the theorems 2.3.4, 4.9 and 5.4 we now obtain that, if FIRST(Y) ~ F and 
D,(e, F) 1\ D.(e, F) holds, then 

wp(R(e, F), Y) = C(e)Y 

6. A MODIFIED DRP ACCEPTOR 

The correctness of the program T(e, F), as specified in (4.10) requires only the 
condition FIRST(Y) ~ F. Then to obtain determinism the additional conditions 
D,(e, F) and D.(e, F) have to be imposed. However the resulting GeL program, as 
given in (5.6), contains, in the case e*, the statement 

"if head( r) E F --+ skip Ii". 

This statement comes from the last case in the definition of S, see (2.3.4), i.e. 

S«F?; a)*; G?) = do head(r) E h(e, F) --+ S(a) od 
; if head(r) E G --+ skip fi 

Note that if G = ~F the right-hand side is equivalent to 

do head(r) E h(e, F) --+ S(a) od 

In this section we modify the mapping T in order to use this observation. The 
modified version of T leads to some adaptions of the results given in sections 4 and 
5. We summarize them in this section. It will turn out that the predicate D,(e, F) 
is already needed in the correctness proofs and for determinism we only need the 
additional condition D.(e, Fl. 

6.1 Definition {modified mapping T } 
The function T: REv X P(V) --+ RP is defined by 

T(c, F) 
T(a, F) 

skip 
a?j next 
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o 

T(e.r, F) == T(e, her, F)); T(r, F) 
T(elf, F) == (h(e, F)?; T(e, F)) O(h(f, F)?; T(f, F» 
T(e" F) == (h(e, F)?; T(e, FUFirst(e)) )*; (~h(e, F))? 

Again we abbreviate notation by introdncing 

H(e) == 'I F E pry), Y E P(Y+): 
Dr(e, F) /I FIRST(Y) ~ F * <T(e, F» Y == .c(elY 

H.(e) == 'I FE pry), Y E P(Y+): 
Dr(e, FUFirst(e)) /I FIRST(Y) ~ F * 

<thee, F)?; T(e, FUFirst(e)W > Y == .c(e)ny 

Then again 

H(e) == true 
Ho( e) == true for all e 

Instead of lemma 4.8 and theorem 4.9 now we have the modified versions 

6.2 Lemma 

H(e) * ('I n ::: 0 : Hn(e» 

Proof. See lemma 4.8 with Hand Hn replaced by H and H •. 
o 

6.3 Theorem 
H(e) holds for all e E REv 

Proof. 
The theorem is again proved using induction with respect to e. The only case which 
differs from theorem 4.9 is e == f* which we treat here. 
Suppose e == f* and assume as induction hypothesis H(f). 
Let F E pry), Y E P(Y+) with Dr(e, F) and FIRST(Y) ~ F. From Dr(e, F) we 
conclude Dr(f, First(f) U F) and h(f, F) n F == 0. Hence also FIRST(Y) ~ ~ h(f, F). 
Then 

< T(f*, F) > Y 

== { (6.1) } 

< ( h(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f» l*; (~h(f, F»? > Y 

== { (2.2.1.3), (2.2.11) } 

< ( h(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f)))* > (~h(f, F) n Y) 

== { (2.1.9) } 

< ( h(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f» )* > Y 
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= { (2.2.15) } 

Un E IN : « (h(f, F)?; T(f, F U First(f)) t > Y) 

= { lemma 6.2, IH, FlRST(Y) ~ F } 

Un E IN : C(f)ny 

= { (2.1.4), distribution} 

C(f)' Y 

= { (2.1.11) } 

.c(f*) Y 
o 

So if FIRST(Y) ~ F and Dr(e, F), then 

<T(e, F» Y = .c(e)Y 

Instead of theorems 4.13 and 5.4 we now get 

6.4 Theorem 
For all e E REv, F E P(V) with F "I 0 such that Dr( e, F) 

L(T(e, F), F) = .c(e) 
o 

6.5 Theorem 
For all e E REv, F E PlY) with D,(e, F): 

T(e, F) E DRP 
o 

for all e, Y and F 

Note that to conclude C(e)Y = <T(e, F»Y from theorem 6.3, we now need 
F1RST(Y) ~ F and the additional condition Dr(e, F). Furthermore, to obtain 
a DRP program we need D.(e, F) (see theorem 6.5). Hence for a deterministic 
acceptor we again need Dr and D •. 

To obtain GCL acceptors we now Can lise the mapping R: REv x P(V) --> GCL 

(6.6) R(e, F) = skip 
R(a, F) = if header) = a --> skip fI; r := tail(r) 
R(e.f, F) = R(e, h(f, F)); R(f, F) 
R(elf, F) = if header) E h(e, F) --> R(e, F) 

o header) E h(f, F) -t R(f, F) 
fI 

R(e', F) = do header) E h(e, F) -t R(e, F u First(e)) od 

Again, if FIRST(Y) ~ F and Dr(e, F) " D,(e, F) 
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wp(R(e, F), Y) = £(e)Y 

7. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 

The first acceptor mapping T was given in section 3. Although this is a correct 
acceptor, see theorem 3.8, its usability is very limited because in general it is a 
nondeterministic RP program. As a first step towards a deterministic acceptor, we 
defined in section 4 a second acceptor mapping T, which uses one symbollookahead. 
The correctness of this mapping is proved in the theorems 4.9/4.13. In section 5 
we introduced the predicates D.(e, F) and D,(e, F), which imply that T(e, F) is a 
deterministic RP (DRP) program. We also gave a GCL version. To obtain a more 
elegant GCL acceptor, we treated in section 6 a somewhat modified mapping T. 
The correctness of programs generated by T, was proved in the theorems 6.3/6.4. 
There we needed already the condition D,( e, F), See theorem 6.3. So with respect 
to correctness, the mapping T is somewhat more flexible than T. However, with 
respect to the corresponding GeL version, the mapping T is preferable to T. Note 
that in both cases we only obtain practically nsable acceptors for C( e) if the predi
cates D,(e, F) and D.(e, F) hold. Clearly this is a limitation of this method. On the 
other hand, the method described here is much simpler than the usual construction 
via finite automata. 

Deterministic acceptors for strings from C(e) followed by a symbol from F, are ob
tained if D.(e, F) 1\ D,(e, F) holds. In these cases the semantics of T(e, F) (or 
T(e, F)) is in fact a partial function on the statespace, i.e. with every initial state 
corresponds at most one final state. If the initial state has a prefix in C( e), followed 
by an element of F, this prefix is removed by the program T(e, F). Note that the 
determinism of T( e, F) implies that each string can have at most one prefix from 
C( e)F. (This result can also be proved straightforward using induction on the regular 
expression. ) 

The mappings T and T yield deterministic acceptors, if the conditions D.(e, F) 
and D,(e, F) hold. If these conditions do /lot hold, sometimes the expression e can 
be transformed into an equivalent expression e' for which these conditions do hold. 
For instance instead of e = (a.b)l(a.c) we can use e' = a.(blc) and instead of e = 
(a.b)·.a we might use e' = a.(b.a». Unfortunately this rewriting of e to satisfy the 
conditions D. and D, is not always possible. Consider for instance 

e = (alablbc)' 
F = {c, L} 

Clearly D.(e, F) does not hold. Suppose e' is an equivalent expression such that 
D,(e', F) 1\ D,(e', F) holds. Then T(e', F) is a deterministic program. Hence start
ing with initial state abeL it removes the C( e) prefix ab, followed by an element of F 
and also it removes the .qe) prefix abc, followed by an element of F. Clearly this is 
impossible, so the expression e' does not exist. (In fact we used the result mentioned 
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above that Da(e, F) " Dr(e, F) implies that each string can have at most one prefix 
in £(e)F). This situation can be compared with the case of recursive descent parsers 
for context free grammars. There the grammar has to satisfy the so-called LL(l) 
condition to ensure the correctness of the corresponding recursive descent parser. If 
a grammar does not satisfy the LL(l) condition, it is sometimes possible to trans
form it into an equivalent grammar which does satisfy this condition. However, 
there also exist grammars for which an equivalent LL(1) grammar does not exist. 

Finally we remark that similarly to the theory of LL(k) grammars the acceptor map
pings can be generalised to a lookahead of k symbols, i.e. T becomes a mapping 
T : REv X p(Vk) -> DRP. 
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8. APPENDIX 

DL SEMANTICS AND WP SEMANTICS OF DRP PROGRAMS 

The GCL programs that we consider have V* as their statespace. In order to relate 
the semantics of DL and WP, we connect predicates (in the variable r) and sets 
as fo\lows 

Q' = { r E V* I Q( r) } 

In particular for head( r) E F we have 

(8.1) (head(r) E F)' = E 

Moreover, for X E P(V*) its complement in V* will be denoted by X 

8.2 Definition {wp-semantics [Gr], set version} 

• wp(skip, Y) = Y 

• wp(r:= E, Y) = { r E dom(E) I E(r) E Y} 

• wp(SO; Sl, Y) = wp (SO, wp(SI, V)) 

• wp(if B --> S ft, Y) = B' n wp(S, V)) 

• wp(if BO --> SO 
o BI --> Sl 
ft, Y) = (BO' U BIB) n (BO' U wp(SO, V)) n (Bl' U wp(Sl, V)) 

• wp(do B --> Sod, Y) = (U k E IN : Hk(Y)) 
where 
Ho(Y) = B' n Y 
Hk(Y) = Ho(Y) U wp(if B -+ S ft, Hk_l(Y)) 

o 

8.3 Lemma O. wp(r:= tailer), Y) = VY 

Proof. wp(r := tailer), Y) 

= { (8.2) } 

{ r E dom(E) I tailer) E Y } 
= 

V+ nVY 

= 
VV* n VY 

= { (2.1.1) } 

VY 
o 
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8.4 Lemma Let a E DRP such that wp(S(a), X) = < a >X for all X E P(V*). 
Let F E P(V) and Y E V* such that E n Y = 0. Then 

wp( do header) E F .... Sea) od, Y) = < (F?; a)* > Y 

Proof. Define the sequence Lk by 

Lo=Eny (=Y) 
Lk = Lo U wp( if head(r) E F .... Sea) ft, Lk_,) 

First we derive a recurrency relation for Lk. 

== 
La U wp(if header) E F .... Sea) ft, Lk_l) 

== { (B.2), (8.1) } 

Lo U (E n wp(S(a), Lk-J)) 

== { wp( Sea), X) == < a >X } 

Lo U (En < a >Lk_1l 

= { def Lo, (2.2.11) and (2.2.13)} 

YU < F?; a> Lk_l 

From this relation it follows with induction that 

(8.5) Lk = (U i E {O, ... , k} : < (F?; a)i > Y) 

Now, we calculate, 

wp(do header) E F .... Sea) od, Y) 

== { (8.2), Lk = Hk(Y) } 

(U k E IN : Lk) 

= {(8.5)} 

(U k E IN : (U i E {O, ... , k} : < (F?; a)i > V)) 

= { set calculus } 

(Uk E IN: < (F?; a)k >Y) 

= { (2.2.15) } 

< (F?; a)* >Y 
o 

B.6 Theorem 
For all '"! E DRP 

wp(S('"!), Y) = < '"! > Y 

Proof {By induction on DRP programs} 
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• wp(8(skip), Y) = wp(skip, Y) = Y = <skip> Y 

• wp(8(next), Y) = wp(r := tail(r), Y) = { (8.3) } = VY = <next> Y 

• wp(S(F?), Y) 

= { (2.3.3) } 

wp(if header) E F --> skip ft, Y) 

= { (8.2), (8.1) } 

En wp(skip, Y) 

= { (8.2) } 

EnY 
= { (2.2.11) } 

<F?>Y 

I :: a; (3 

IH: V X : wp(S(a),X) = <a>X /\ wp(S(J3), X) = < (3 >X 

wp(S(a; (3), Y) 

= { (2.3.3)} 

wp(S( a); 8«(3), Y) 

= { (8.2) } 

wp(S(a), wp(S«(3), Y)) 

= { IH, 2 times} 

<a><(3)Y 

= { (2.2.13) } 

< a; (3 >Y 

I :: (F?;a) U (G?; (3), where F n G = 0 

III: V X : wp(S(a), X) = < a >X /\ wp(S«(3), X) = < (3 >X 

wp(S«F?; a) U(G?; (3)) 

= { (2.3.3) } 

wp(if header) E F --> Sea) 
U header) E G --> 8«(3) 
ft, Y) 

= { (8.2), (8.1) } 
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(E u G) n (£ U wp(S(a), V)) n (G. u wp(S(iJ), V)) 

= { III, 2 times} 

(E U G) n (E U < a > Y) n (G u < iJ > Y) 

= { set calculus } 

(I n G n < a >Y) 
u 

(f n < a > Y n < iJ > Y) 
u 

(G n En <,8 > Y) 
u 

(G. n < a > Y n < ,8 > Y) 

= { F n G = 0, set calculus} 

(I n < a > Y) u (G n < a > Y) 

= { (2.2.11), (2.2.13) } 

<F?; a>Y U <G?;,8 >Y 

= { (2.2.14)} 

«F?; a) 0 (G?; ,8» Y 

l' :: (F?; a)-; G?), where F n G = 0 

IH: 't X: wp(S(a), X) = < a >X 

wp(S«(F?; a)-; G?), Y) 

= { (2.3.3) } 

wp(do header) E F -> Sea) od 
; if header) E G -> skip fi, Y) 

= { (8.2), (8.1) } 

wp(do header) E F -> Sea) od, G n Y) 

= {EnG.=0,(8.4)} 

«F?; a)*>(Q n Y) 

= { (2.2.11), (2.2.13) } 

«F?; a)*; G?>Y 
o 
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